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The Future of Exchange Server Public Folders

Introduction
This article discusses the future of Exchange Server Public Folders, as at October 2008. Recently
Microsoft has restated its position on public folders for its next version of Exchange Server. Although
Microsoft has been trying to get IT shops to change users' habits and move content to its SharePoint
platform, Public Folders continue to be one of the most popular features in Exchange Server.
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The Road Ahead for Public Folders
Earlier this year (March, 2008) Microsoft declared (in an Exchange Team blog) that Public Folders will be
retained in the next version of Exchange (code named E14). This means that Public Folders will be
supported for 10 years after E14 is released:
http://msexchangeteam.com/archive/2008/03/31/448537.aspx
An earlier blog by Terry Myerson in 2006 entitled, "Exchange 12 and Public Folders" stated Public Folders
were being "de-emphasized". While Exchange 2007 (which retained Public Folders) is supported for 10
years from release, those new to public folders were encouraged to look at SharePoint. This use of the
word "de-emphasized" was interpreted this to mean that "Public Folders are dead, and you need to
migrate to SharePoint now!" . At the time what it really meant was that Microsoft would support public
folders for Exchange 2007 (E12), but would not guarantee that they would be supported in releases after
E12, nor would additional feature content be added to Public Folders.
As we know now, that position has changed somewhat. Microsoft will now continue to support Public
Folders in the next major release of Exchange Server, after Exchange 2007. This means Public
Folders will have full support for 10 years after the release of the next major release of Exchange Server.
Despite the surprise from the marketplace, Microsoft pointed to the fact that they had stated this 'way back
in 2006! They pointed to a blog post by Scott Schnoll from June of 2006, in which was stated:
We get a lot of questions on Microsoft's strategy for public folders in Exchange Server. For those
of you who are still wondering what the fate of public folders are, be aware that:
•

Public folders are present and FULLY SUPPORTED in Exchange 2007.

•

The next major version of Exchange Server AFTER Exchange 2007, will also likely
include public folders.

This may or may not contradict what you have heard previously.
Microsoft's stated direction for public folders is the SharePoint product suite. The company has strongly
suggested to customers that it should be moving to – or at the least launching any new collaborative data
on -- Office SharePoint Server 2007. SharePoint, while it does a GREAT job at some things (document
libraries come to mind), it does poorly at other things (threaded conversations) and does not do some
things at all (replication of content to many sites).
Also lots of IT shops are postponing a transition because it costs money, and they say the public folders
work just fine for today's purposes.
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ExchangeWise Strategy
ExchangeWise (Pty) Ltd is a specialist software house focusing on the development and marketing of
applications and utilities that provide functionality in the core business areas of messaging, collaboration,
customer relationship management (CRM) and knowledge management. The company focuses primarily
on Microsoft’s technologies and product and for this reason most of the company’s offerings are designed
to enhance the functionality of Microsoft Exchange Server and its primary client, Microsoft Outlook.
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The company has been careful to develop a range of products that maximize all the features and
advantages of Public Folders while at the same time giving users plenty of alternatives to migrate away
from Public Folders should a customer feel this to be the appropriate course of action. Some of these
products are:
1.

MX-Contact Outlook-Folder Editions: MX-Contact (http://www.mxcontact.com) is an Outlookbased CRM that has 6 different versions available catering for a single user through to an
enterprise with thousands of users, with data storage in an Outlook Data File, Exchange Server
Public Folders, or Microsoft SQL Server. The WorkGroup and Corporate Editions utilize Public
Folders directly.

2.

MX-Contact SQL Editions: The MX-Contact SOHO and Enterprise Edition still use Outlook forms
but store all data in SQL Server, so that users enjoy the benefits of having all the extended
functionality that MX-Contact provides still within their Outlook profile, while at the same time IT
Managers are comfortable that the data is stored in a true relational database that is robust and
scalable, i.e. SQL Server.

3.

MX-Folders: MX-Folders is an Outlook Add-In product that allows users to utilize existing Public
Folders, along with their custom Outlook forms, but store the data directly in SQL Server, rather
than in the Public Folders. This enables one to continue reaping the investment made in
customizing the forms but at the same time have the data stored in a true relational, scalable
database, namely SQL Server, with its corresponding advantages, namely easier reporting, data
integration and backup.

4.

MX-Contact.NET (http://www.mxcontact.net): MX-Contact.NET is a Microsoft.NET-based product
that uses the same database as the SQL Editions. While it is integrated with Outlook, it does not
use Outlook forms or Public Folders at all. Moreover it is a web-based product that that either be
hosted internally or hosted on an ISP’s server. So even if Microsoft had eliminated support for
Public Folders, the company would already have been in a position to immediately migrate the
existing customers of the MX-Contact Workgroup and Corporate Editions (which store their data in
Public Folders).

5.

MX-Sync: (http://www.mxsync.com). MX-Sync is an Exchange Server to SQL Server
synchronization utility that is designed to synchronize items bi-directionally between:
•

a user’s personal folders in Exchange Server (Inbox, Sent Items, Contacts, Calendar,
Tasks, etc.) and a set of SQL Server tables (either from a non MX-Contact CRM system
such as GoldMine, Act!, Maximiser, etc. or from an MX-Contact SOHO or Enterprise
Edition system),

•

a set of Public Folders (either standard or MX-Contact) and an equivalent set of SQL
Server tables (either from a non MX-Contact CRM system or from an MX-Contact SOHO
or Enterprise Edition system).

Thus MX-Sync can be used to keep Public Folder data and SQL data in sync, so as to maximize
the advantages of each platform.
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Summary
Public Folders continue to be one of the most popular features in Exchange Server although Microsoft has
been trying to get IT shops to change users' habits and move content to its SharePoint platform.
Fortunately, now there is no big rush to move off of public folders today because we can expect full support
for Public Folders at least through the life of Exchange Server 2007, which goes to 2016, and beyond to
probably 2020, the end of the extended support lifecycle of E14.
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About OutlookWise and ExchangeWise
OutlookWise is both a web site and newsletter aimed at keeping Microsoft® Outlook® users up-to-date
with news, information and articles of interest on Outlook and Exchange Server, as well as reviews of addon products and utilities, all geared to enhancing your knowledge of Outlook and increasing your
productivity.
If you’ve found this article useful, please subscribe to the monthly newsletter.
If you would like to contribute an idea or article, or tell us about an exciting product or utility that
complements Outlook and/or Exchange Server, please feel free to e-mail us.
OutlookWise is a service to the Outlook community from ExchangeWise, which is a specialist software
company focusing on the development and marketing of applications and utilities that enhance the
functionality of Microsoft Outlook and Exchange Server.
OutlookWise is edited by Brian Drury, founder of ExchangeWise, and the architect of MX-Contact, a CRM,
Contact Management and Sales Automation System for Microsoft Outlook. Brian has over 20 years
experience in the IT industry and has focused on CRM, Messaging and Collaboration systems for the last
17 years.
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